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MY EARLY TEENAGE YEARS

The next stage of my life was off to secondary school, which was Jordanville Technical 
School.

The school had been established for a couple of years in half a dozen Nissan huts 
next to the Ashburton railway station. When I started in 1955 they had built a brand 
new school about 2 km further out on High St. Road, Jordanville. The school was a boys 
only. Co-ed Technical schools didn’t exist then.

It was a very exciting time, feeling very grown up and into my first long pants.

At the end of 1954 Mum and I had to go to Ashburton to buy my uniform. This 
consisted of grey long pants, blue shirt, grey jumper, tie and cap. Shorts were optional 
as was a blazer.

I wouldn’t wear shorts as I was grown up and didn’t want to look like a Magpie with 
leggings on, and we couldn’t afford a blazer so that settled the uniform debate.

The school colours were two maroon stripes with a sky blue stripe between which was 
around the cuffs and neck of the grey jumper and peak of the cap. The tie was maroon 
with a blue diagonal stripe.

To get to school I rode my bike which was about 5 km. It was reasonably flat but quite 
a bit was on main roads which made it a bit scary. I never had any accidents, probably 
caused a few!!!!.

It was a fairly tough school.  A large percentage of the students were from the Jordanville 
housing commission estate. There was also a large group of lads from the Burwood  
Boys’ home. I think a lot of them were orphans or from broken homes.

They always stuck together like glue so if you got into a scrap with one of them you 
would have to take on all of them, but if they were your friends you always knew you 
had back-up.
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The first day at school seemed to be a bit of a shambles. The school and football oval 
were surrounded by paddocks. At the back of the school and oval was a small creek.

All the students were assembled on the oval whilst the teachers assigned us to our classes. 
I think I was in 1E.

As it was summer time and we were out in the sun until lunch break, we were all getting 
hot, restless and hungry.

We were instructed to remain on the oval and have our lunch. Most of the teachers went 
inside for their lunch leaving two or three to supervise 200-300 students. 

BIG mistake!!!!!.

The supervising teachers got a bit lax, next thing the Burwood boys are in the creek for 
a swim, some in the raw, some in their jocks, having a great time.

That really made things pop. The teachers were yelling at the kids to get out of the water 
as all the other students lined the bank to barrack them on.

I don’t remember what happened after that but I do recall we were sent home early that 
day knowing that the next day secondary school started in earnest.

The names of a number of the teachers are still in my memory bank today. Mr. George 
was the Principal, Mr. Costigan taught Geography, Mr. Gilfedder- music, Mr. Dunne- 
English, Miss Barbara- Art, Mr. Godden- science and Mr. Knight- woodwork.[my 
favourite subject]

We had a smutty little rhyme about some of the teachers which went as follows: “One 
dark night[knight] Mr. Costigan  done[Dunne] Miss Barbara.

Secondary school was more enjoyable than primary but I still struggled. I was always in 
the E&F Grades and continued to look forward to the day when I was old enough to 
leave and go to work.

The year 1956 was an exciting year; it was the Melbourne Olympic Games and the 
arrival of television. I can’t say that I remember a lot about the Games, probably because 
as kids TV overshadowed them.

Very few people had TV in the first few years after its arrival and there was a sense of 
awe when we spotted a house with an aerial fixed to the chimney.

There was a Radio/TV shop in Burke Rd. which had a TV set in the window with an 
outside speaker. People carried chairs or folding stools to the shop window and plonked 
themselves down on the footpath to watch anything that was showing. The picture was 
of very poor quality with a black and white 17 inch [420 mm] screen, but it was such 
a new and exciting thing. It was not uncommon to see 10-20 people at a time, in the 
street, day or night, gawking at it.

The Sparks family, who also lived in Brunel St., were the first people I knew to get T.V. 
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I was playing with them at the park one day when they invited me back to their house 
to watch T.V. It was an amazing thing to sit in their lounge room watching the Olympic 
swimming.

Dad and Mum bought our first T.V. in 1960. It was a H.G. Palmer [Palmers was a 
furniture store chain] 21 inch [520mm] set, black and white of course!                                                                       

Life moved along without too many problems. I completed year 8 at school and 
continued to earn a shilling with my paper round.

The year 1957 saw some big and exciting changes to all our lives. Dad and Mum had 
bought their own house in Clayton. Leaving East Malvern, our friends and the parks 
etc. was a bit sad, but we had a new adventure happening.

We moved on March 17th of that year and I can remember travelling to the new house 
with the small delivery van that came to move the refrigerator. I’m pretty sure Uncle 
Allan moved all the other furniture in his truck.

It was a brand new 3 bedroom weatherboard house at 23 Margaret St. [I think it cost 
about three thousand, five hundred pounds. $7000 today] It was just a sand track,  
as most of the streets in the area were. I think the roads and footpaths were made in 
about 1960.

The house was painted in the very latest colours. Outside it was white with light green 
trim, inside it was very modern; the kitchen was white with the cupboard doors painted 
watermelon pink and each alternating door was light green.

Mum had also bought a new chrome and vinyl kitchen suite in matching colours,  
We thought we were the bees’ knees.

We three boys continued to share a bedroom; Jim and Allan shared bunks, Jim in the 
top one. I had a single bed which made the room a bit squeezy, but that’s the way it was.

The house didn’t have an inside toilet; like most houses then in the newly-developing 
suburbs there was no sewerage. All the houses had an outside dunny. The dunny cart 
came each week and changed the pan over. 

You always made sure you were not in the toilet on Monday morning when the 
change-over was happening.

The joke at that time was “What is the strongest truck in the world” ? . Answer--- The 
Dunny cart because it has 40 pistons [piss tins].

The house also had hot running water which meant we could shower each day and no 
more boiling kettles to wash the dishes….. things we take for granted today, but back 
then it was a big deal.

Clayton was, at that time, a fairly new and developing area. There were a lot of empty 
paddocks and vacant blocks in the area which gave us plenty of room to roam and play.
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About half way along the main shopping area on Clayton Rd. the original old blacksmith’s 
shop was still in operation. It was knocked down about a year later to make way for some 
new shops but it was still very much like a country town when we first moved there.

It wasn’t long after moving to Clayton that I started an evening paper round with the 
local newsagent.

The rounds were a lot bigger in terms of distance and far more difficult riding due to 
most of the roads being unmade.

As you can imagine, hot and dusty in the summer, wet and muddy in the winter, but 
the little envelope on Friday night made it all worth while.      

Mum was a very good cook but like most households then there wasn’t the variety of 
food that we enjoy today; therefore our meals were very basic, meat and three veg!!!! The 
meat was usually lamb chops, sausages or rissoles: steak was a real luxury and like most 
steak it was cooked and eaten well done or cremated; to have it cooked medium rare or 
rare was a foreign language. 

The vegetables were usually boiled; steamed seems to be something that developed more 
in our era.  

During the winter we would always start with home-made vegetable soup which would 
include a lamb shank. This combination always made a great rib-sticking soup. Back 
then lamb shanks were sold as soup bones. Today they are very popular and relatively 
expensive as a main meal in restaurants and pubs.

Home-made pea and ham soup was another favourite that Mum made regularly.   

We very rarely had a dessert during the week but would often finish our meal with a 
slice of bread and jam. There were very strict rules with bread and jam. Yesterday’s bread 
had to be finished before the fresh bread could be cut.[Sliced bread was unheard of…]  
Also, if we were lucky enough to have cream left over from Sunday lunch we were 
allowed to have bread  with jam and cream. However having butter, jam and cream was 
absolutely forbidden!

We were not allowed to have the three ingredients together; this was a very strict rule!!!!!!

Some of the things that we considered a real treat back then would have the dietitians 
wringing their hands in disbelief today. 

One of the things that we loved was fried bread, i.e. bread fried in fat. We called the fat 
“dripping” - it was the fat from the Sunday roast which was kept in a special container. 
The bread was fried in a pan with the dripping until it was crispy, sprinkled with salt 
and pepper and eaten hot. If we were lucky enough to have bacon fat that was a very 
special treat. 

Another treat after school was a piece of hot toast spread with the fat/dripping, sprinkled 
with salt and pepper; beautiful!
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Whenever mum cooked eels they were shallow fried in a pan, sprinkled with salt, pepper 
and vinegar and down the hatch, the only thing left was the pile of bones. These days we 
boil them first and finish cooking them on the BBQ to allow the natural oil to escape.

The other very important meal of the day was breakfast. We were always made to have 
breakfast before we went to school or work. Dad and Mum always believed that we 
needed something in our bellies to start the day. In the winter, breakfast usually consisted 
of porridge with warm milk followed by toast. In summertime it was cornflakes and 
toast. Occasionally we would have a hot breakfast which would be baked beans or eggs 
on toast.

Take-away food hardly existed then. We generally had two choices, fish and chips or 
hamburgers. This was well before McDonalds and all the other take-away food outlets 
that are available today.

I can only remember once or twice when we had take-away fish and chips for dinner; it 
was a very expensive meal to feed six people.

The only other take-away food was Chinese food. Back then you took your own containers 
[usually a pot or pots] into the restaurant and they would fill them up with the requested 
dish and charge accordingly. If the restaurant supplied the plastic container, that cost 
you an extra five cents per item.

We never had take-away Chinese food as I’m sure it would have been regarded by 
mum and dad as foreign food and not to be trusted. Also, as now, it is generally more 
expensive to eat out than to cook at home. 

It wasn’t until the mid 60s that I went to a Chinese restaurant and discovered a real 
liking for Asian food, as did Mum and Dad in the latter part of their lives       

These early years were also the time of our domestic training. We were all expected to 
wash and dry the dishes after dinner and used to pair off on alternating nights. It was 
usually Allan and me one night, Pat and Jim the next night. 

Allan and I never seemed to have any dramas but Pat and Jim were a different story. 

As soon as Pat started the dishes, Jim would get an uncontrollable urge to go to the 
toilet. Of course that would immediately start Pat bleating and have Mum or Dad fired 
up trying to sort out the dispute.

It was also Pat’s job to help Mum prepare the Sunday roast,with the usual apple or apple 
and rhubarb pie or perhaps a bread and butter pudding. 

We three boys were always willing to help with the preparation, particularly whipping 
the cream for the pie. This job was not as cushy as it sounds, we only had a hand beater 
back then. Of course, he who whips the cream gets to lick the beaters.  

I think we were also expected to make our own beds, but if it was not done to Mum’s 
satisfaction she would tell us to “Leave it alone and I’ll fix it.” Big mistake Mum!!!!! 
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Allan was the one who was the cause of a real rumpus one day. Allan had been doing 
some homework or some such thing in our bedroom and something had gone wrong. 
He had cracked a real wobbly and thrown everything including some drawing pins off 
the desk and onto the floor.

After he had calmed down, he picked it all up but had missed a few drawing pins. It 
wasn’t long after when Jim blundered into the bedroom in bare feet and soon found the 
missing drawing pins.

Yes, you guessed it, in the soles of his feet!!!  Jim let out a scream and started swearing 
and cursing Allan for his stupidity. Dad and Mum got involved and finally brought 
the situation under control and poured oil on troubled waters. I think Jim has, at the 
time of writing, forgiven Allan for causing him so much pain, but we all remember the 
incident. I know it’s cruel of me to laugh at someone else’s misfortune, but I have to 
admit that whilst writing about the incident I am having trouble seeing the keyboard 
due to the tears of laughter in my eyes.    

Sometime during 1958-1959 Grandma Lucy [Mum’s mother] came to live with us for 
about 12-18 months. I think it was because she could no longer cope on her own in 
her own home. It was fairly difficult for everyone, particularly Pat, as she had to share 
her bedroom with Gran. I can remember coming home from my paper-round on cold 
winter evenings, my hands would be freezing and Gran would put my hands between 
her hands and rub them to get them warm. A couple of other things I remember about 
Gran were that her dentures didn’t fit very well and whenever she ate, her teeth would 
click; consequently at meal times it sounded like a set of castanets playing at the table.

The other memory I have is of Jim and I having a punch-up one afternoon and Gran 
shouting at me in her broad Somerset accent, “DORN’T YOU PUMMEL EEE”. Jim 
and I still take her off to this day with that saying.      

One of Dad’s great loves was his vegie garden. He created a big vegetable garden in the 
back-yard and grew most types of vegies. The front and back gardens were always neat 
and tidy but the vegie garden was his pride and joy. We always had fresh vegies at meal 
times. After we had all left home and would visit for a meal or just pop in for a quick 
cuppa, we never left without a bag of vegies. For many years Dad kept chooks which 
gave us a ready supply of eggs and the straw etc. from the bottom of the pen was great 
manure for the garden.   

The other love of Dad’s life was the Essendon Football Team. He followed Essendon 
all his life and once we kids had grown into our early teens he and Mum went to 
the football almost every Saturday. Of course we children followed suit and barracked  
for the mighty Bombers also. I didn’t go to the games very often but still love to see 
them win.  

Our next door neighbours on the L/H side were the Fisher family. We had moved in on 
the Saturday and on the Monday afternoon Jim was playing in the street with Graham 
Fisher. Jim threw a ball through the front window of our NEW house!!!!!!!

As you can imagine Dad and Mum were not happy when they got home from work.    
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Moving to Clayton also meant changing schools for us three boys. Pat was working  
as a dressmaker in South Melbourne so she still went to work by train as it was on the 
same line.

Mum also travelled by train to Caulfield station where she continued to work as a 
machinist for Easywear in East Malvern; they made plastic raincoats.

Dad had sold the old 1928 Chev a couple of years earlier but the construction company 
he worked for, E.A.Watts, provided him with a company vehicle.

It was a 1946 Chev Ute with a canopy on the back. The deal was Dad had to pick 
up 5-6 other men from around Clayton and drive them to and from work. Back  
then it was commonplace to see people sitting in the back of a utility and that was the 
way they travelled to the various jobs; it was very hard on the bum, and in hindsight 
downright dangerous.

E.A. Watts had two big jobs going at that time, the Schweppes and Ford factories at 
Broadmeadows which would have been a long uncomfortable ride for the guys sitting 
in the back.

I think the jobs took about two years to complete so they travelled a lot of miles during 
that time. 

Dad also had use of the Ute on weekends and holidays so this became our mode  
of transport. 

Allan changed to the Clayton North Primary school, where our cousin Colin went. 

Jim and I changed to Oakleigh Technical school, where another cousin, John, attended.

The school was on the corner of North and Poath Rd. It has since been knocked down 
and is now a housing estate.

We both did the first 2 months of that year at Jordanville Tech. before moving.

It was Jim’s first year at secondary school and as I recall on his first day we ended up 
in trouble. We started off, Jim, two of my school mates and myself playing a game of 
“brandy”. This consisted of one person with a tennis ball chasing the others until you 
could hit them with the ball, that person was then “branded”. They then had to chase 
one of the group until that person was “branded” and so on.

This particular morning, prior to classes starting, we were playing “brandy’ and Jim had 
the ball. The kid Jim was chasing ran into the toilets and as he went through the door 
Jim threw the ball right at the moment the door slammed shut.

Unfortunately the door had a glass panel in the top half, of course that’s what the ball 
hit; glass went everywhere.

I don’t remember what happened from there other than next day we all had to bring 
2/- [20 cents] each to pay for the glass. 
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I went back for the 25 year reunion with my brother Jim. Mr. Godden was the Principal 
by then and I only saw one other kid from my class, a guy by the name of Barry Clark.  

My first day’s introduction to Oakleigh Tech was a memorable one. I was put into class 
3C [year 9], the first lesson was Maths and the teacher was Mr Nunweek.

I was told to sit at a particular desk, which I did. Unfortunately across the aisle was one 
of the school arseholes, Bobby Burston. 

He started giving me a hard time to which I responded with a “F*** OFF”… guess who 
got caught !

Mr. Nunweek then requested the pleasure of my company at the front of the class where 
I got three of his best on each hand.

I had only been at the school less than an hour but I was smart enough to work out 
that my time at Oakleigh Tech was not going to rate as one of my life’s memorable 
experiences.

[During the writing of this story I ran into Bobby in Melbourne. He has one of the 
horse and carriage businesses in the city which take tourists sightseeing around the city 
streets. When I spoke to him he didn’t remember the incident but admitted that he 
played truant more days than he was there].  

The only two classes I really enjoyed was Machine Shop [it was light engineering]; our 
teacher was Mr. Barker. The other class was Woodwork, the teacher was Mr. Story. As 
usual they were the only subjects I got a reasonably good mark in.

We had a funny incident at school one day. An announcement came over the P.A. 
system requesting that Charman go to the headmaster’s office. As I headed across the 
school yard I saw Jim coming from one direction and John [our cousin] from another. 
We  arrived at the office en-masse.

It turned out to be a mistake and we were sent back to our classes, but it caused a 
bit of confusion for a moment. I don’t think the headmaster realized there were three 
Charmans at the school. 

Another funny incident happened in Maths class one day. Mr. Nunweek had left the 
classroom momentarily and during his absence one of the kids, Butler I think, wrote on 
the blackboard in big letters 

                            ERVIL de PERVIL    ELVIS de PELVIS     ENIS de PENIS

This sent Mr. Nunweek absolutely ballistic when he came back into the room and 
spotted it. He proceeded to stamp around the room chanting “ Penis—P- E- N- I- S, do 
you boys know what that means ?” He repeated it over and over, whilst 30 young boys 
were trying to stifle great guffaws of laughter.       

We also had a little ditty that we chanted at Mr. Nunweek, obviously this was out of 
earshot and went as follows…..“Quick, Quick, the Airwick for Nunweek”.
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Thankfully school days finally came to a close at the end of that year. I had not gained 
my Junior Technical School Certificate which signified a pass for year 9.  I went back the 
following year and did 6 months at night school and gained the equivalent, but I have 
no recollection of receiving a certificate to show I had passed. 

I do remember on the last day of school, grabbing my bike from the bike-shed, dumping 
my books on North Rd. and heading for home without a backward glance.     

On the social side, our move to Clayton started some wonderful friendships that are 
still part of my life today. When we first moved to Clayton we were still expected to go 
to Church which was the Presbyterian Church on Clayton Rd. The girls and boys that 
I met in those early days were Terry Walton, his sister Pam, Bob Martin [killed in a car 
accident in 1961], Bob Yates [lives in W.A], Fay Stenner, Dawn Roper, Ray Higgins 
and many others. The church had a youth club which was called P.F.A [Presbyterian 
Fellowship Association] to which the above group belonged, including my sister Pat and 
myself. There were a lot of other young people in the club, it probably averaged about 
20-30 each Thursday night at our weekly get together. There were two older people who 
were for want of a better word the club leaders or chaperones. Their names were Max 
and Nessie Henshaw, [unfortunately Max passed away in 2002] Mr.& Mrs. Henshaw 
to us in those days. They seemed old  back then, but in fact they were only in their late 
twenties. The Thursday night gathering usually consisted of a short meeting to plan 
future activities, such as nights at the movies, progressive suppers or weekends away 
followed by games or a music night. We could bring our favourite records and would 
dance to them or just sit around and talk.

I can remember one night we had a progressive supper and the second course was at our 
place. There would have been about twelve or fifteen of us arrive and it was pretty much 
finger food, ie. sausage rolls, sandwiches, biscuits with toppings etc.

Mum would have made the sausage rolls the night before and I still can’t figure out how 
she had the time to work full-time and organize and run a household with four hungry 
teenagers. Anyway, after we had finished the second course and were on our way to our 
next stop Mum and Dad came to the front gate to see us off. When we got to the front gate 
Mum and Dad couldn’t believe their eyes; one of the group,Billy Littlehales, had ridden his 
horse to our place and it was tethered to our front fence with a couple of piles of steaming 
horse-apples deposited on the nature strip . 

The look on their faces was priceless and I’m sure it would have been their topic of 
conversation for many weeks to come.

The church owned a property in the Dandenong Ranges at Upwey. It was like a big old 
house which had dormitory style sleeping with an enormous kitchen and dining area. 
The P.F.A. group had a few weekends there which were great fun. We would catch the 
train to Upwey on Friday night and then hire a taxi to the house which was only a short 
trip from the station, returning home on Sunday the same way. We would go for walks 
or play games during the day, cricket or football, and after tea we would play music or 
games such as Monopoly or cards. One night we boys got into the girl’s dormitory and 
tipped all their clothes etc. out of their cases and bags; we thought it was a great joke. 
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WRONG!!!!!!!!!.  Mr. Henshaw rounded up the culprits and gave us a lecture about 
things of a private and personal nature that young ladies carry in their bags. Of course 
we young lads being very naive about those sorts of things just stood there with dumb 
looks on our faces; it probably took a few hours for the penny to drop. We were all just 
starting to discover romance and a kiss or holding hands was as far as it went. 

It was during this time that I changed from Richard to Dick. When I was very young 
Grandpa Ben used to call me Dirty Dick, which Mum hated and would scold Grandpa 
for saying it. When I first joined PFA the older group of members started calling me 
Dick, which caught on and is still with me today.

Quite often on a Saturday afternoon this same group would gather at the Walton’s house 
and just hang-out. We would usually watch a couple of popular teenage TV shows 
of the day. One was called “Hit Parade” which consisted of TV personalities miming 
the top ten hits of the week. The other show was called “Bandstand” which featured 
local and visiting overseas artists. Mr. and Mrs. Walton never seemed to mind having 
8-12 teenagers invading their home each Saturday arvo. Late afternoon we would then 
disperse to our own homes for tea and to watch another popular TV show of that time, 
“Johnny O’Keefe’s Six O’Clock Rock”, which featured local and overseas artists.

Usually we would then meet at the Clayton station and go to the movies, either in the 
city or Oakleigh. 

Once again it was a very innocent and simple time of our lives, but the friendships and 
memories are just as strong today.         

The Clayton group has a get-together on the first Sunday in February at the George 
Pentland Gardens in Frankston each year. It is a fun day and an opportunity to catch 
up with each other. Occasionally we get together mid-year at each other’s homes for the 
evening and a take-away dinner. 

At long last 1958 had arrived and it was time to find a job; getting an apprenticeship was 
the thing that had been drummed into me. Looking back on that time in my life I was 
very young, naive and inexperienced. There were no such things as Work Experience in 
those days, therefore no opportunity to explore options. I just accepted Dad and Mum’s 
suggestions that as my best school results had always been in woodwork, therefore an 
apprenticeship in Carpentry, Joinery or Cabinet- making would be the way to go. There 
was a lot of emphasis on having a job and paying your way in the world. I had never 
heard the words “Unemployment benefits” or “The Dole”. I didn’t even know that such 
things existed.  

The big day arrived in mid January [I don’t know if Dad took a day off work or whether 
he was still on holidays. Also, most factories closed down for the full three weeks of 
annual leave in those days]. Dad and I set off on our bikes [this was pre- Dad having the 
work ute] to visit 3 or 4 joinery factories with the hope of gaining an apprenticeship. 
We didn’t have interviews arranged; in those days you just presented yourself at the door 
and asked the question. You may be asked to wait until the boss was free if they were 
employing, or alternatively, told they had no vacancies. Our first stop was Shugg Joinery 
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in Huntingdale where I was given an interview and told I would hear from them as to 
whether I was successful or not. [This company is still operating under new ownership].  
Next stop was Baker and Davies Joinery and Cabinets in Moorabbin where I was given 
an interview and told the same thing. [This company is also still operating]. From there 
we rode across to Cooper’s Joinery in Chadstone and went through the same process. As 
we didn’t have the telephone on at that time I had to wait for the mailman. I think it was 
only a day or two later when I was talking to the neighbor of a mate. He told me that 
the place where he worked was Trask Furniture in South Melbourne who was looking 
for an apprentice and he would put in a word for me. From there I’m not sure how it all 
happened, but I was asked to come in for an interview. Dad and I set off next morning 
by train to Flinders St. station, then a tram along St. Kilda Rd. to South Melbourne 
[opposite The Shrine] followed by a walk to what is now Kingsway, which is where the 
factory was. I was interviewed by the factory manager.  After the interview we were told 
to wait in the reception area. About 15 minutes later the factory manager came out and 
told me I had the job commencing on the following Monday.  Oh joy of joys, I was into 
the workforce and would soon have money to burn.[Three pounds, fourteen shillings 
and sixpence i.e. $7.45 per week!] From my pay I owed Mum and Dad one pound for 
board, one pound for fares, one pound in the bank to save for my car and the rest was 
to spend.

It’s interesting looking back on this part of my life and the involvement my Mum and 
Dad had in helping me, and my siblings,  find a job. They were both very helpful and 
supportive in our first steps into the workforce; they knew it was something that we 
would be doing for the next forty or so years.  As you can see they both had very strong 
work ethics and expected nothing less from us.  

When we got home to tell Mum the good news there was a flurry of activity as I needed 
some new clothes plus overalls etc. I was now a working man!!!!!!!!! Things went along 
fairly well for the first month. I did things such as assembling drawers, joining veneers, 
stacking components etc. The very important job I had to do every Friday morning 
was to wash Mr. Trask’s car which was a 1946 Buick Straight 8. It wasn’t a bad job as I 
was left on my own to get it done with a final inspection done by the factory foreman. 
Why do I remember that particular factory foreman you may ask?

He is indelibly printed in my memory bank because he was a big, fat-gutted, bullying 
bastard. He was probably about 40-50 years of age and one of those guys who, if you 
made a mistake, delighted in clipping you over the ear or giving you a boot in the 
bum. My first taste of his particular style of discipline happened one day when he was 
showing me how to do a job using a small sanding machine. He instructed me in how 
to do this particular job and then told me to do it whilst he watched me. As you would 
expect, I was a bit tentative with the first one, to which he bellowed, “It won’t bite, push 
it in hard.” Consequently, the next one I pushed in hard and broke the sanding belt. 

This brought about a burst of verbal abuse followed by a cuff over the ear and, as I turned 
away, a boot in the bum for good measure. The boot in the bum wasn’t particularly hard 
but the whole incident was unexpected and came as a real shock. As a young lad just 
starting out in the workforce it would not have entered my head to attempt to retaliate. 
I didn’t have to like it, but accepted it as part of working life.      
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From that point on, working there turned sour. He continued to abuse me, as well as a 
couple of other young lads, although at no time did I consider telling Dad and Mum or 
going to the Factory Manager and complaining.  

I continued working there for 3 months and was at the end of my probationary period. 
I was on the verge of signing my Indentures which would have tied me there for 5 years 
when lady luck smiled on me. I happened to be talking to Mr. Fisher, our next door 
neighbour. He asked me how work was going, to which I poured my heart out. He said 
he knew the boss at a Joinery place in Springvale and would give him a ring. He was as 
good as his word and next evening he came in to say they would like to talk to me. I 
took the next morning off work and rode my bike to Springvale which was about 5 kms 
from home. The company was Gaffney Timber and was owned by Mr. Paul Byron. Their 
main business was timber window manufacture. The chap who interviewed me was the 
factory manager Ray Whelan, who was very kind and understanding about my reasons 
for wanting to leave Trask Furniture. At the end of the interview they told me they 
would indenture me following a satisfactory 3 month probation, which was standard 
procedure. It was agreed I would start work with them one week later, which left me 
with the unpleasant task of having to tell Trasks that I was giving them a   week’s notice. 
When I told the factory manager I was leaving, he wasn’t very pleased and wanted to 
know why. I told him the new job was much closer to home and left it at that. I never 
mentioned that big, fat, mongrel TED BELL.

From the day I started with Gaffney Timber I can honestly say I loved every minute of 
it. My starting salary was four Pounds, eight shillings a week [$8-80] I was able to ride 
my bike to work which saved me one pound a week in train and tram fares. There was 
always lots of overtime and all the people who worked there were great. The chap I first 
worked with was George Riley; he was leading hand in the sash dept. He was about 40 
years old. He took me under his wing for the first couple of weeks and got me settled in.

I suffered my first work related injury within the first couple of weeks. I slipped with 
a chisel and sliced my finger, which required 3-4 stitches. I had to ride my bike to the 
Doctor’s which was about 2 kms away in Springvale Rd. The doctor stitched me up and 
I rode my bike back to work. There was no such thing as time off, so it was straight 
back to doing the job I was doing when I sliced my finger open with some instruction 
by George Riley as to ….“what not to bloody do next time”. I still have the scar on my 
finger as a reminder. The next chap I was put with was an older man, about 60 years 
of age. He was of the old school, always wore a collar and tie and the traditional cloth 
apron with the pockets at the front. I had to call him Mr. Jim [his Christian name] and 
I was not allowed to swear, even a “bloody” or “bugger” brought about a stern rebuke. 
At the end of the three month probation period I was indentured and signed my papers 
on 31/7/1958. I had to do all the usual jobs that were expected of the apprentices, such 
as sweeping the factory floor every Friday, taking the daily lunch orders and collecting 
the lunches from the shops. 

One of the very important jobs was to make the tea at morning tea, lunch and afternoon 
tea breaks for all the chaps in the joinery and sash shops [about 12-15men].
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It was a very important part of the daily routine for the new apprentice and they would 
give me a  hard time if it was too strong, too weak, too hot or too cold. As you can see, 
timing was everything and it had to be just right.

The other very important part of making the tea was that the tea-leaves had to be 
settled. This was achieved by swinging the billy around by its handle in a big vertical 
circle like a windmill. 

The billy was probably about 6-7 litres and of course very heavy. Added to that, it 
was obviously filled with boiling hot tea. Being a skinny fifteen year old it was a 
nerve-wracking experience for the first few days making sure I swung it hard enough so 
the tea didn’t run out over me and hoping like hell the handle didn’t let go.

Of course if there were any tea leaves on the top when they poured their cuppa it would 
bring about a bit of abuse, “ Hey you little bugger, you didn’t swing the bloody billy 
long enough to settle the bloody leaves.” It was generally said in fun but I still knew 
that it was important to get it right or I would get an earful to make sure I improved 
my performance.    

The only time during my apprenticeship [I was probably in my 3rd year] that I was 
reprimanded by the boss was for an incident that was entirely my fault. The foreman 
Steve Watcher had asked me to pull apart and repair a window frame, which I refused 
to do and told him why. The window had been made by one of the joiners during 
overtime. Steve was Ukranian as were three other joiners. The window had been made 
that morning by one of these joiners. I had not been asked to work the overtime which 
I was shitty about as I felt that Steve was looking after his mates, which I perceived as 
being unfair. I was saving madly to buy my car and would work any overtime that was 
going. Steve said nothing more and gave me another job to do, which I did. A couple 
of hours later the factory manager Ray Whelan came and spoke to me and told me that 
Steve had told him about my refusal to do what was asked of me. He then asked me to 
go for a walk with him and talk about the incident. We walked out of the factory and up 
the street in the sunshine; he had his arm around my shoulder which must have looked 
quite funny as I am very tall [6ft.4ins] and he was fairly short [about 5ft. 4ins.]. 

He explained that as an apprentice my duty was to do as I was instructed; I didn’t always 
have to like it but that’s part of life. He also explained that being the foreman wasn’t an 
easy job and that Steve was also trying to look after the older guys who had families to 
support. He said that Steve didn’t always enjoy making some of the hard decisions, but 
that was part of his job. He also left me in no doubt that that sort of attitude and action 
by me would not be tolerated. Ray then finished off his little pep talk by suggesting that 
I should go and shake hands with Steve and apologize for my actions, which I did.

I look back on that incident with the wisdom of hindsight and experience and I have very 
fond thoughts of the way in which Ray and Steve calmly handled a difficult situation 
from a smart- mouthed young lad. 

Like all tradesmen, in all companies, the new apprentices were sent by them to the 
local hardware store, which in this case was Courtney & Brear, to get a “left-handed 
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Gaffney Timber, 
where I did my 

apprenticeship – 
1960

My Bosses:
3rd from left  

Steve Watcher,  
4th, George Riley – 

1961

Gaffney Timber 
Joiners’ Shop –  

1965
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Bennie’s Shack, L-R Ian Patterson, Allan Charman, Terry Walton, 
John [Walloper] Charman – Lauriston, 1963

Jim, with his first hare –
Lauriston, 1962
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Dick the Rocker – 
1962

Patto with the 
“galah” car –
Sale,1963 

Some of the local talent.
Anne Freeman (Left)  
and Kathy Davis –  
Sale, 1963
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The Charmans:  
sartorial elegance personified!

Terry Walton’s 21st –
1963

Back L-R Aad Van Duin, Walloper, Jim, Dick, Kevin Berry
Front L-R Terry Walton, Ivan Meehan, Patto, Kerley, Allan –

Terry’s 21st 
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Pam Walton with Mr. Smooth – 1962 Helen Walker, Ivan, Lorraine Keilar – 1962

L-R Alan Smith, Jim, Leith Ratten, Walloper, Colin, Patto kneeling in front – 
Balranald,1962




